We consider four problems on distance estimation and object location which share the common flavor of capturing global information via informative node labels: low-stretch routing schemes [48] , distance labeling [25] , searchable small worlds [31] , and triangulation-based distance estimation [34] . Focusing on metrics of low doubling dimension, we approach these problems with a common technique called rings of neighbors, which refers to a sparse distributed data structure that underlies all our constructions. Apart from improving the previously known bounds for these problems, our contributions include extending Kleinberg's small world model to doubling metrics, and a short proof of the main result in Chan et al. [15] . Doubling dimension is a notion of dimensionality for general metrics that has recently become a useful algorithmic concept in the theoretical computer science literature.
Introduction
In node labeling problems one needs to assign short labels to nodes of a graph so that they capture some (problem-specific) global information about distances and routes in the graph. We consider four problems of this type: low-stretch routing schemes [48] , distance labeling [25] , searchable small worlds [31] , and triangulation-based distance estimation [34] .
We approach these problems with a common technique called rings of neighbors, which refers to a sparse distributed data structure that underlies all our constructions. The idea is that every node u stores pointers to (i.e. addresses of) some nodes called 'neighbors'; these pointers are partitioned into several 'rings', so that for some increasing sequence of balls {B i } around u, the neighbors in the i-th ring lie inside B i ; the radii of these balls and the selection of neighbors depend on the specific application. For a simple example, consider the structure where each ball B i has radius 2 i , and the neighbors in the i-th ring are selected independently and uniformly at random in B i . In effect, rings of neighbors form an overlay network with a certain structure imposed by the balls {B i }. 1 For the problems that we consider, the input is a finite metric space or, more generally, an undirected weighted graph that induces a shortest-paths metric. We focus on metrics of low doubling dimension, a notion of low dimensionality for general metrics that has recently become a useful algorithmic, concept in the theoretical computer science literature [15, 26, 34, 36, 37, 50, 52] in many different contexts, including metric embeddings, traveling salesman and compact data structures; in particular, in [34, 50] it was used to model the structural properties of the Internet distance matrix in the context of distributed algorithms for metric embedding and distance estimation.
Any point set in a k-dimensional p metric has the following property [11] : for α = k + O (1) , every set of diameter d can be covered by 2 α sets of diameter d/2. (The diameter of a set is the supremum of distances between any two points in this set.) This motivates the following definition: doubling dimension of a metric space is the infimum of all α such that the above property holds. Clearly, doubling dimension of any n-node metric is at most log n. Doubling metrics are defined as metrics such that the doubling dimension is upper-bounded by a constant.
By definition, doubling metrics generalize constantdimensional p metrics. Doubling metrics is a much wider class of metrics: in particular, there exist doubling metrics on n nodes that need distortion ( √ log n) to embed into any p , p ≥ 2 [26] . Moreover, doubling metrics subsume metrics of bounded grid dimension 2 , which have been considered in the long line of work on Distributed Hash Tables started by Plaxton et al. [49] (see the intro of [28] for a short survey). Again, doubling metrics is a much wider class of metrics: as an example of a doubling metric with high (super-constant) grid dimension, consider the set {1, 2, 4, . . . , 2 n } equipped with the standard distance function d(x, y) = |x − y|. Furthermore, unlike grid dimension, the doubling dimension is robust, in the sense that the dimension of a subset is no larger than the dimension of the entire metric. Now let us discuss each of the four problems in more detail.
Low-stretch routing schemes
A routing scheme on a network is a distributed algorithm that provides routing of packets from any node to any other node. The underlying connectivity of the network is expressed by a weighted graph, where weights represent delays on edges. Every node u is assigned a routing label and a routing table. All routing decisions are local in the sense that they are based on the routing table and the packet header, which includes the label of a target node.
Formally, a routing scheme on a family G of graphs consists of the following components:
(a) for each G ∈ G, an assignment of routing labels and routing tables to the nodes of G; 2 The grid dimension of a metric is the smallest α such that for any ball B the cardinality of B is at most 2 α times the cardinality of a ball with the same center and half the radius. Note that a k-dimensional grid has this property for α = k + O (1) .
(b) an algorithm that inputs a routing table of the current node, and a packet header, and outputs the next hop for this packet; the next hop must be an edge in G, adjacent to the current node; (c) an algorithm that inputs the routing table of node u and the routing label of some other node v, and outputs the packet header such that the packet reaches v starting from u.
The algorithms in (b) and (c) must be polynomial-time computable (with respect to the input length). By a slight abuse of notation, we can talk about a routing scheme on a particular graph G ∈ G once the underlying family G of graphs is clear. Such routing scheme consists of routing labels, routing tables, and the algorithms in (b) and (c). 3 Let d uv be the length of the shortest uv-path in G. Say a uv-path has stretch β if its d-length is at most βd uv . A routing scheme on G has stretch β if for any sourcetarget pair the packet follows a β-stretch path. For a given stretch we try to minimize two parameters: storage (the maximal size of a routing table), and communication (the maximal size of a packet header).
In a trivial stretch-1 routing scheme, each node stores full routing table of the all-pairs shortest paths algorithm. However, this routing table takes up (n log n) bits, which does not scale well with n. Compact lowstretch routing schemes have been introduced in Peleg and Upfal [48] , and explored in a number of subsequent papers (see [24, 47] for a survey). In particular, for any integer k ≥ 2 there exists a (4k − 5)-stretch routing scheme on weighted graphs with o(klog 2 n)-bit packet headers and Õ(n 1/k )-bit routing tables [53, 54] ; this trade-off between the stretch and the size of routing tables is essentially optimal [48] . Moreover, there is no routing scheme on weighted graphs with stretch less than 3 and o(n)-bit routing tables [22] .
Our contributions: We focus on routing schemes for weighted undirected graphs that induce doubling metrics (for simplicity, let's call them doubling graphs). In this setting Talwar [52] has achieved compact (1 + δ)-stretch routing schemes, for any given δ > 0; the routing table size in his result has been improved by Chan et al. [15] . Using rings of neighbors, we re-derive the result in [15] via the construction and proof of correctness that are significantly shorter and simpler than the ones in [15] ; our guarantees (Theorem 2) are slightly improved, too. Moreover, we can give a really simple derivation (Theorem 5) if we use our result on distance labeling and allow an extra (log n) factor in the routing O(α) (log )(log n)(log log ) 2 O(α) (log n) log( 1 δ log ) Follow-up work [4] (
table size. The quantitative results are summarized in Table 1 . All these results extend to a related model of routing schemes on metrics, 4 with poly-logarithmic outdegrees; see Sect. 4.1 for more details. We note that the above guarantees are unsatisfactory if the aspect ratio (the largest distance divided by the smallest distance) is very large, e.g. = 2 n . We wish to alleviate the dependency on ; we do it by replacing the (log ) factor with (log n)(log log ). The first step in this direction is Theorem 5, where the improvement is for packet headers only. Furthermore, in Section 4 we improve both packet headers and routing tables for routing schemes on metrics, and also (Theorem 6) for routing schemes on weighted graphs that contain near-shortest paths with small hop-counts; the latter property is, intuitively, a natural property of a "good" network topology.
Follow-up work. Following the publication of the conference version of this paper, and building on our techniques, Abraham et al. [4] further alleviate the dependency on the aspect ratio for routing schemes on graphs (see Table 1 ). In particular, one of their results essentially improves the packet header size in Theorem 5 to log n . They also provide an extension where they get rid of the dependence on altogether, at the cost of extra poly-log(n) factors in both routing table size and packet header size. This result elaborates on our Theorem 6, eliminating the requirement of near-shortest paths with small hop-counts. Abraham et al. [4] also refine our results on doubling metrics, see Section 4 for further details.
Related work on routing schemes. An important version of routing schemes is name-independent routing [12, 14] , where the routing destination is specified only in terms of its unique log n -bit identifier that is given 4 A routing scheme on a metric (V, d) is a routing scheme on a directed graph on G = (V, E) such that for any edge uv ∈ E, the weight of this edge is d uv . The crucial point here is that we are free to choose the edge set E (which is, essentially, an overlay network). The out-degree of E becomes another parameter to be optimized.
as an input and cannot be changed by our construction. Currently the best known results for arbitrary weighted graphs are: stretch O(k) with Õ(n 1/k log )-bit tables [5] , and stretch 3 with Õ( √ n)-bit tables [7] ; both routing schemes use poly-log packet headers.
For weighted graphs that induce doubling metrics, the extra restriction of name-independence results in more demanding storage requirements: (1 + δ)-stretch routing with o(n)-bit routing tables is no longer possible for any δ < 2 [4] . However, there is a routing scheme with O(1)-stretch and polylog storage/headers [4] . Moreover, for any δ > 0 there exists a (1 + δ)-stretch routing scheme on low-dimensional Euclidean metrics [8] , also with polylog storage and headers, which is 'almost' name-independent (node labels include Euclidean coordinates).
A number of results on name-independent routing has focused on the case of bounded grid dimension (see the intro to [28] for a short survey). The best current results [10, 9] achieve (1 + δ)-stretch with poly-log storage/headers for routing on metrics and on graphs, respectively.
Searchable small-world networks
The small-world networks have been an active topic in many branches of social and natural sciences. The 'smallworld phenomenon', also known as the 'six degrees of separation', has been discovered in a seminal work of Milgram [45] and recently confirmed by Dodds et al. [16] . Motivated by Watts and Strogatz [55] , Kleinberg [30, 31] has articulated another striking aspect of 'small worlds': that a greedy routing algorithm can find short paths to most targets using only local information. Kleinberg went on to suggest several mathematical models where this happens [31, 32] . In particular, he considered a constant-dimensional grid and proved that if every node chooses a constant number of long-range contacts from a fairly natural probability distribution, then in expectation a greedy routing algorithm finds O(log 2 n)-hop paths for every query. The follow-up work (e.g. [19, 38, 41-43]) has focused on small worlds on hierarchies and gridlike graphs, with versions of the basic greedy routing from [31] . This line of work has also found applications in the design of peer-to-peer systems (e.g. [40] ). For more background on small-world networks, refer to a very recent survey by Kleinberg [33] .
The following design space emerges. We are given a notion of distance such that every node can locally compute its distance to any given node (e.g. we may assume that node names include informative labels that enable such computation). For this distance function, we need to provide an overlay network of long-range contacts, and specify a routing algorithm which finds short paths to every target using only local information about the contacts. The long-range contacts are usually given as a probability distribution which has the following informal property: if from the point of view of a given node u two nodes v and w are similar, then these two nodes should have a similar probability of being chosen as contacts of u. We would like to minimize the number of longrange contacts (i.e. the out-degree), and the path length.
Most of the previous work has considered the distance induced by a given (possibly directed) unweighted graph of short-range contacts; note that one could start from this notion of distance and recover the shortrange contacts as all nodes within distance 1. Abstracting away the useful small-world properties of grids and hierarchies, Kleinberg [32] introduced searchable small worlds on distance functions induced by certain families of node sets. Here we take a somewhat different (and perhaps more basic) approach: we consider distance functions that are metrics, and we wish to extend Kleinberg's small worlds beyond those induced by hierarchies and grid-like graphs. Namely, we extend them to doubling metrics.
We use routing algorithms such that the next hop is chosen by only looking at the current node's contacts, which is a desirable property since (intuitively) this is the minimal amount of information a routing algorithm can be allowed to use. More formally, the next hop is chosen among the current node's contacts, by looking only at distances to these contacts and distances from these contacts to the target. Let us call such routing algorithms strongly local. The greedy algorithm used in [31] is a strongly local routing algorithm that just chooses the contact that is closest to the target.
Our contributions: We extend Kleinberg's model to doubling metrics. While it is relatively straightforward to achieve out-degree O(log n)(log ) and O(log )-hop paths, where is the aspect ratio, it is quite non-trivial to handle the case of super-polynomial . To remedy this, we obtain O(log n)-hop paths even if is exponential in n. In our first result the out-degree is (still) proportional to log ( ), suggesting that it is a natural lower bound since we need some long-range contacts for each one of the (log ) distance scales. However, our second (and much more complicated) result breaks this barrier, achieving the out-degree O(log 2 n) √ log . This result uses a routing algorithm that jumps 'sideways' whenever it cannot make good progress towards the target. To the best of our knowledge this is the first small-world model with a non-greedy strongly local routing algorithm.
We note in passing that our results trivially extend to a setting where we are given a graph of local contacts, and we add exactly one long-range contact per node; see Sect. 5.3 for further discussion.
Related work on small-world networks. In the literature on searchable small-world networks several nongreedy routing algorithms have been suggested. In Manku at al. [41] the algorithm looks at all contacts of contacts of the current node, and (greedily) forwards the message to one that is closest to the target. In Martel and Nguyen [42] and Fraigniaud et al. [19] the algorithm looks at several nodes that are closest to the current node u, looks at their contacts, among these contacts chooses one (let us call it v) that is closest to the target, and tries to deliver the message to v by forwarding it to one of the contacts of u. Finally, in Lebhar and Schabanel [38] the algorithm has access to contacts of the previously visited nodes. Note that all these non-greedy algorithms are not strongly local.
Following the publication of the conference version of this paper, we became aware that concurrently with our work, two other papers have independently considered extending searchable small worlds to broader classes of graphs. Specifically, Duchon et al. [17] consider graphs of low grid dimension, and Fraigniaud [18] work on graphs of bounded treewidth. An even more recent paper [3] considers weighted minor-excluding graphs. Furthermore, Fraigniaud et al. [20] have recently provided a complementary impossibility result for searchable small-worlds on an infinite family of graphs of large doubling dimension. 5 
Distance labeling
In a distance labeling scheme (dls), each node is assigned a short label so that the distance between any two nodes can be efficiently approximated just by looking at their labels. Formally, a k-approximate dls for a class M of metrics consists of a polynomial-time computable real-valued function f (x, y) and, for each metric M ∈ M, an assignment of labels L u to nodes u of M such that for each node pair uv, f (L u , L v ) is within factor of k of the true uv-distance. By a slight abuse of notation, we can talk about a dls on a particular metric M ∈ M once the underlying family M of metrics is clear. Given k, we would like to minimize the maximal bit-length of node labels.
In a trivial dls, the label of node u would encode the distances to all other nodes, taking up O(n log ) bits. Exact dls are known for two families of unweighted graphs: for bounded-genus graphs and for graphs with constant-size separators, with Õ( √ n)-and O(log 2 n)-bit labels, respectively [25] . For weighted graphs, approximate dls with sublinear label length have been introduced by Peleg [46] , see [24, 47] for a survey. In particular, for any integer k there exists a (2k − 1)-approximate dls on weighted graphs with Õ(n 1/k log )-bit labels [54] ; a complementary lower bound of˜ (n 1/k ) is given in [23, 54] .
Major improvements are possible for doubling metrics. For any δ ∈ (0, 1 2 ) Gupta et al. [26] provided an embedding into ∞ which translates into a (1 + δ)-approximate dls with (
where α is the doubling dimension and is the aspect ratio. Using a different technique, Talwar [52] improved this by a factor of (log n), and gave a lower bound of ( 1 δ ) (α) . Slivkins [50] observed that since the aspect ratio can be arbitrarily large with respect to n, it is desirable to alleviate the dependency on ; he gave a construction with ( 1 δ ) O(α) (log 2 n)(log n + log log ) bits per label. 6 This has been improved by a factor of (log n) in Mendel and Har-Peled [44] ; using a construction from [25] , for any δ ≤ 0.9 and any ≥ n log n they derived a lower bound of (log n)(log log ) bits per label. 7 Our contributions: We obtain the result in [44] as a simple corollary of our result on triangulation. We improve it to ( 1 δ ) O(α) (log n)(log log ) bits per label using the ideas from our first result on routing schemes. For any ≥ n log n and bounded α, δ this is optimal up to constant factors.
Triangulation
Motivated by systems for estimating Internet latencies via the triangle inequality [21, 27, 29, 35] , Kleinberg et al. [34] introduced the notion of triangulation on a 6 The conference version of [50] erroneously claimed ( 7 This is what they actually prove, although they only claim their result for any ≥ 4 n . metric. Triangulation [34, 50] of order k is defined as a labeling of the nodes such that a label of a given node u consists of distances from u to each node in a beacon set S u of at most k other nodes. Distributed algorithms for constructing low-order ( , δ)-triangulations on doubling metrics have been developed in [34, 50] ; in these triangulations all nodes have the same beacon set. An obvious flaw in these results is that they provide no guarantees for a significant fraction of node pairs. Accordingly, Slivkins [50] considered (0, δ)-triangulations and gave a construction (with distinct beacon sets) that achieves order (
where α is the doubling dimension.
Using the upper bound D + as a distance estimate, we recover the result in [44] on distance labeling.
The unifying technique
In this paper we present results on four related, yet different problems. These results are unified by a common technique: rings of neighbors. Moreover, these results are intertwined, in the sense that one result elaborates ideas pioneered in another. This flow of ideas is represented in Fig. 1 . Note that both Theorem 5 and Theorem 6 build on Theorem 4; however, Theorem 5 just uses it as a black box, whereas Theorem 6 imports its techniques and elaborates on them. In fact, the proof of Theorem 6 is the culmination of our techniques for routing schemes, triangulation and distance labeling.
Recall that in rings of neighbors, the i-ring neighbors of a given node u lie in a ball B i around u, for some increasing sequence of balls {B i }; the radii of these balls and the distribution of neighbors in a given ring depend on the specific application. One trick that has been particularly useful in our proofs is to combine the following two collections of rings of neighbors. In the first collection, the cardinalities of the balls B i grow exponentially, and the i-ring neighbors are distributed uniformly on In a more abstract view, a collection of rings of neighbors is a tractable representation for the fine structure of the underlying graph. The idea of using a tractable structure-preserving representation as a unifying technique for various problems on graphs is not new; several representations have been suggested in the literature, e.g. [12, 13] for general graphs and [44, 52] for doubling graphs. Our representation seems to be particularly suitable to the problems that we consider in this paper.
Roadmap of the paper
We start with a simple proof of the main result in Chan et al. [15] on routing schemes. In Sect. 3 we present our results on triangulation and distance labeling. We return to routing schemes in Sect. 4; in particular, we consider routing schemes on metrics in Sect. 4.1. In Sect. 5 we discuss our results on searchable small-world networks. We conclude and discuss open questions in Sect. 6.
Preliminaries
Recall that the defining property of a doubling metric is that any set of diameter d can be covered by a constant number of sets of diameter at most d/2. We will use this property via a more concrete corollary where we cover with a constant number of balls: Proof Let α be the doubling dimension. Consider a set S of diameter d and apply the definition of the doubling dimension recursively k times. It follows that S can be covered by 2 αk sets of diameter at most d/2 k . Pick any one point from each of these sets. Then S can be covered with 2 αk balls of radius d/2 k centered in the selected points. Moreover, it follows that the desired cover can be efficiently constructed by a simple greedy algorithm: select any node u ∈ S, add the ball around u to the cover, delete from S all nodes within distance d/2 k from u, repeat until S is empty.
Throughout the paper, we denote the underlying metric by d, so that d uv is the distance between nodes u and v. Let B u (r) be the closed ball of radius r around u. Let r u ( ) be the radius of the smallest closed ball around u that contains at least n nodes. For k ∈ N define [k] as the set {0, 1, . . . , k − 1}. Define an enumeration of a finite set S as a bijection S → [k], where k = |S|.
Throughout the paper, n denotes the number of nodes, α denotes the doubling dimension, and denotes the aspect ratio, which is the largest distance divided by the smallest distance. Note that can be arbitrarily large with respect to n and α. For instance, consider a 3-node metric space {1, 2, }, equipped with the natural distance function d(x, y) = |x − y|. However, it is easy to bound the aspect ratio from below:
for any metric with aspect ratio and doubling dimension α.
Proof For simplicity let us divide all distances by the smallest distance. Then the smallest distance is 1, and the diameter is . Recursively applying the definition of the doubling dimension k times, it follows that we can cover the metric with 2 αk sets of diameter at most /2 k . Taking k = 1+ log , we can cover the metric with 2 αk sets of diameter less than 1. Each of these balls contains at most one node, so 2 αk ≥ n.
Say a measure is s-doubling if for any ball B u (r) its measure is at most s times larger than that of B u (r/2).
Intuitively, a doubling measure µ is an assignment of weights to nodes that makes a metric look growthconstrained; in particular, for the n-node exponential line, a one-dimensional set {2 i : i ∈ [n]}, we have µ(2 i ) = 2 i−n . For any finite doubling metric, a doubling measure exists and can be constructed efficiently [1, 44, 57] . 8 Quantitatively, the following theorem holds: (2 O(α) n log n).
For r > 0 an r-net on a metric is a set S such that any point of the metric is at distance at most r from S, and any two points in S are at distance at least r. It is easy to see that for a finite metric such set exists and can be constructed greedily, starting from any (possibly empty) set of points that are at distance at least r from each other. It is often useful to consider r-nets in conjunction with doubling metrics, because of the following simple and well-known fact (e.g. see [26] ):
Lemma 3 Any r-net has at most (4r /r) α elements in any ball of radius r ≥ r.
Proof Let S be an r-net, and let B be a ball of radius r ≥ r. Recursively applying the definition of doubling dimension 2 + log r /r times, we cover B with at most (4r /r) α sets of diameter at most r/2. Each of these sets contains at most one node of S.
A low-stretch routing scheme for doubling metrics
In this section we will use rings of neighbors to derive a significantly shorter and simpler standalone proof of the main result in Chan et al. [15] ; the ideas from this proof will be used in the subsequent results. Intuitively, we think that u has a virtual link to each of its neighbors; note that these virtual links are not the physical links in the underlying connectivity graph G.
Theorem 2 Consider a weighted graph G with out-degree D out . Suppose its shortest-path metric has doubling dimension α and aspect ratio . Then for any δ ∈ (0,
To connect the virtual links with G, for each neighbor v the routing table of u will contain the first-hop pointer from u to v, which is, informally, the first edge of some shortest uv-path in G. We will define the first-hop pointers formally later in the proof.
Fix some node t; let us think of t as a potential target node. For any given j, by definition of Y tj there exists a j-ring neighbor of t that lies within distance /2 j from t; let us fix one such neighbor, call it f tj . Consider the sequence {f tj : j ∈ [log ]}. The nodes in this sequence "zoom" in on t as j increases. Let us call this sequence the zooming sequence of t.
A routing label of t will contain (a description of) its zooming sequence, which will be used to guide the routing as follows. Suppose node u wants to send a packet to node t. For some j node u has a neighbor v = f tj ∈ Y uj that lies within distance δd ut from t. Essentially, node u wants to forward the packet to v; here v becomes an intermediate target. In general, u does not have a direct link to v. Instead, the packet is sent via the edge uw which is the first-hop pointer to v. It will turn out that v is also a neighbor of w, so we can again use the first-hop pointer to v, and so on. This way the packet gets delivered to v via a shortest path using the first-hop pointers. Once the packet reaches v, a new intermediate target is selected. Eventually the next intermediate target that we choose will be the actual target t.
We want a routing table of each node u to list all its neighbors. Similarly, we want a routing label of each node t to list its zooming sequence. The simplest way to achieve this is to assign each node a global log nbit identifier, and just list the corresponding identifiers. However, this leads to unwanted extra (log n) factors in the storage requirements. Later in the proof we will show how to reduce storage using shorter local identifiers. No matter what routing tables and routing labels we use, all we need from them is summarized in the following claim (which is trivial if we use global identifiers).
For any two nodes (u, t), let us define j ut be the maximum j such that f ti ∈ Y ui for each i ≤ j. Note that j ut ≥ 0 since f (t,0) ∈ G 0 = Y (t,0) . Let g utj be the first-hop pointer from u to f tj , or null if u = f tj .
Claim 1 Given the routing table of u and the routing label of t we can find j ut and g utj for each j ≤ j ut . Now using this claim we will define the routing algorithm and prove its correctness. Then we provide a more space-efficient way to define routing tables and routing labels which will satisfy Claim 1 and lead to the desired storage complexity.
We start with a very useful fact about the zooming sequences: f tj ∈ Y uj for a sufficiently small j.
Claim 2 For any nodes (u, t) and any j ≤ log( /δd ut ) we have f tj ∈ Y uj . In particular, for any node t and any
Proof By definition f tj ∈ G j . It is easy to check that f tj lies within distance r j from u, so f tj ∈ Y uj . The claim applies
Routing algorithm. For a packet with target t, the header consists of the routing label of t and the number j ∈ [log ] such that f tj is the current intermediate target; recall that the routing label of t contains the description of its zooming sequence such that Claim 1 holds. Suppose node u wants to send a packet to target t. Then using Claim 1 node u computes j = j ut and g utj , chooses f tj to be the intermediate target, and sends the packet along g utj , the first edge on some shortest path from u to f tj . Now suppose node u receives a packet with target t and intermediate target f tj . We will prove that in this case we have j ut ≥ j (see Claim 3b). First node u checks whether it is the target. 9 If not, then via Claim 1 it computes j ut and g utj 
More precisely, we need to show that if node u sends a packet P with intermediate target w = f tj then P reaches w and traverses path of total length d uw . This is because each node x on the route of P forwards it along g xtj , the first hop of some shortest xw-path.
Now it is straightforward to prove correctness of the routing algorithm:
Claim 4 Every packet reaches its target and follows a path of stretch 1 + O(δ).
Proof Consider a packet sent by node u to target t. By Claim 3b the algorithm is well-defined. By Claim 3c the packet reaches each intermediate target, and by Claim 3a it reaches t. The distance from the i-th intermediate target to t is at most δ i d ut by Claim 3a, so by Claim 3c the total path length is at most
It remains to provide space-efficient routing tables and routing labels which satisfy Claim 1. Recall that our goal is to replace log n -bits global node identifiers with shorter 'local' identifiers.
For each node u, let us fix some enumeration ϕ uj (·) of each ring Y uj ; let us call it the j-th host enumeration of u. Recall that an enumeration of a set S is a bijection S → [k], where k = |S|. Since the rings Y u0 coincide for all nodes u, we can guarantee that so do the corresponding enumerations ϕ u0 .
Consider nodes f = f tj and w = f (t,j+1) , for some target t and integer j. Note that by Claim 2 we have w ∈ Y (f ,j+1) . Consider some node u such that f ∈ Y uj and w ∈ Y (u,j+1) . For such triangles (u, f , w) (see Fig. 2 ) we will provide a 'translation' between host enumerations of u and f , in the following sense: knowing ϕ uj (f ) and ϕ (f ,j+1) (w) we will be able to find ϕ (u,j+1) (w) .
Specifically, for each j ∈ [log ] the routing table of each node u will include the translation function
and null otherwise. Clearly, each such function can be stored using K 2 log K bits. Recall that K = (16/δ) α is the maximal cardinality of each set Y uj .
Let us formally define the first-hop pointers. For each node u we fix some enumeration φ u (·) of all outgoing links in the underlying connectivity graph G. For two nodes uv, we define the first-hop pointer from u to v as φ u (w) such that uw is the first edge of some shortest uv-path; each such pointer can be stored using only log D out bits. For every node t, let us encode its zooming sequence via host enumerations of its elements as follows: let us define n t0 = ϕ t0 (f t0 ), and for each j ≥ 1 let n tj = ϕ fj (f tj ), where f = f (t,j−1) . This is well-defined because by Claim 2 f tj is a j-ring neighbor of node f . It is easy to see that the sequence {n tj } can be stored using O(log K) (log ) bits.
Data structures: The routing table of a given node u consists of the translation functions ζ uj and the first-hop pointers to all its neighbors. The routing label of a given node t is the sequence {n tj }.
Having defined routing tables and routing labels, it remains to prove Claim 1. Here the difficulty is that node u needs to "decode" the zooming sequence of t, which is given indirectly: each element is given as an index in the host enumeration of the previous element. The proof follows in a straightforward way from our discussion of the translation functions. Indeed, let m j = ϕ uj (f tj ); this is well-defined for all j ≤ j ut . We will use induction on j to compute m j for all j ≤ j ut . Host enumerations ϕ u0 coincide for all nodes u, so m 0 = n u0 . Suppose for some j < j ut we know m j and we'd like to compute m j+1 . Let f = f tj and w = f (t,j+1) . Since we know m j = ϕ uj (f ) and n tj = ϕ fj (w), we can find m j+1 = ϕ (u,j+1) (w) using the translation function ζ uj . We iterate the above procedure while we can, i.e., while w ∈ Y (u,j+1) . We stop exactly at j = j ut . This completes the proof of Claim 1 and Theorem 2.
Triangulation and distance labeling schemes
We start with the result on triangulation, then we elaborate it using the ideas from the previous section and achieve an optimal (1+δ)-approximate distance labeling scheme. We use the following lemma which is implicit (but never articulated) in Slivkins [50] (see Appendix for a self-contained proof). It is easy to see that if µ is a doubling measure then for every node u this ( , µ)-packing F has the two useful local properties of an r-net, r = 6r u ( ): firstly, the ball B u (r) contains at least one element of F, and secondly, for any k the ball B u (kr) contains at most k O(α) elements of F. The notion of ( , µ)-packing allows us to state these properties in terms of the underlying doubling measure, and, moreover, to generalize them to arbitrary probability measures. In fact, we will use ( , µ)-packings such that µ is the normalized counting measure µ(S) = |S|/n. Proof The label of every node u will consist of distances to a subset of nodes which we call the neighbors of u. These neighbors will be partitioned into two types of rings: there will be X i -neighbors and Y i -neighbors, i ∈ [log n]. All X i -neighbors and all Y i -neighbors of u will be contained in the open balls B (u,i−1) and B u (12r ui /δ), respectively, where r ui = r u (2 −i ) and B ui = B u (r ui ). This is the construction: First we make use of the X i -neighbors. The ball B v (6r vi ) contains some B ∈ F i , so in particular it contains some node w = h B . If 6r vi ≤ δd then B v (6r vi ) is contained in both B (u,i−1) and B (v,i−1) , hence node w is an X i -neighbor of u and v, contradiction. Similarly, B u (6r ui ) contains some ball B ∈ F i , so if 6r ui < δd then the node w = h B is an X i -neighbor of u and v, contradiction. Therefore letting x = δd/6 we have x ≤ r ui ≤ r + d and x < r vi ≤ r + 2d. We will use (all of) these four conditions to show that the Y i -neighbors give us the desired common neighbor.
Lemma 4 Consider
Indeed, consider the ball B = B v (δd) and let us denote j = log(δd) . Then there exists a node w ∈ G j ∩B. Now since r ui ≥ x it follows that B ⊂ B u (12r ui /δ) and j ≤ log(6r ui ); moreover, j ≥ log(δr ui /4) since r ui ≤ r + d. Therefore by definition w is a Y i -neighbor of u. Similarly, w is a Y i -neighbor of v, contradiction. 10 Theorem proved. 10 Note that similarly we can also prove that u and v have a common Y i -neighbor in the ball B u (δd).
Our [44] . Indeed, we assign each node u a unique log n -bit identifier id(u) and store each neighbor u of v as a pair (id(u) 11 Extending a result from [25] , Mendel and Har-Peled [44] constructed a family of doubling metrics for which any 1.9-approximate distance labeling scheme needs (log n)(log log − log log n)
bits per label. This is (log n)(log log ) as long as ≥ n log c n for any constant c > 0. Their construction works for infinitely many n and for (essentially) a full range of possible values of the aspect ratio . Specifically, it works for some in every interval
Our next result shows that we can elaborate our distance labeling scheme, getting rid of the log n -bit node identifiers and achieving O α,δ (log n)(log log )-bit labels. This is an improvement whenever log log = o(log n). Moreover, for any ≥ n log n and fixed α, δ we match the lower bound (1) up to constant factors. Proof We will elaborate the construction in the proof Theorem 3 using the ideas from the proof of Theorem 2. Specifically, we will use the zooming sequences and the host enumeration technique.
Theorem 4 For any
Keep the notation from the proof of Theorem 3. Recall that for each j ∈ [log ] we fix some 2 j -net G j . For each node u and each i ∈ [log n] fix a node f ui ∈ G l , l = log(r ui /4) , that lies within distance r ui /4 from u. Such node is a Y i -neighbor of u by definition of the Y ineighbors; it is possible that f ui = u. Call the sequence {f ui : i ∈ [log n]} a zooming sequence of u, and denote it f u . Moreover, for each node u fix some enumeration ϕ u (·) of all its neighbors; we call it the host enumeration of u.
From the proof of Theorem 3 we know that for any given node pair uv there exists a node w 0 within distance δd uv from u or v such that w 0 is a common neighbor of u and v; recall that distances from w 0 to u and v give us a desired estimate. However, we know such w 0 exists, it is non-trivial to identify it since we do not have global node identifiers. In our context, to identify a common neighbor w of u and v means to find ϕ u (w) and ϕ v (w).
Suppose w 0 is within distance δd uv from v; then, essentially, we identify it by zeroing in on v via the sequence f v . We will be able to identify, sequentially, all f vi from i = 0 to some i 0 such that f = f (v, i 0 ) lies "reasonably close" to v; each f vi will help us identify f (v,i+1) . Then f will help us identify w 0 .
The problem is that using log n bits to identify the elements of a zooming sequence of v is again too expensive. Moreover, f (v,i+1) might not be a neighbor of f vi , and w 0 might not be a neighbor of f , so we cannot quite use the host enumeration technique the way it is used to prove Theorem 2. Instead, for every node we will define another set of nodes called virtual neighbors in such a way that each f (v,i+1) is a virtual neighbor of f vi , and w 0 is a virtual neighbor of f . These virtual neighbors are used only to define "pointers" between consecutive elements in a zooming sequence: for each i, f (v,i+1) is given only a pointer from f vi , namely as an index in some fixed enumeration of virtual neighbors of f vi (which we call a virtual enumeration of f vi ). If every node has at most N virtual neighbors, then each such pointer uses only log N bits. The crux of the proof is to define a sufficiently small set of virtual neighbors with the desired properties. We will actually have N = O α,δ (log n) log( ). 12 To translate virtual enumerations into host enumerations, we define a translation function similar to the one in the proof of Theorem 2.
In the remainder of this section we give the full proof of Theorem 4. Keep the notation from the proof of Theorem 3. Let X ui and Y ui denote the sets of X i -and Y ineighbors of u, respectively; let X u = ∪ i X ui and Y u = ∪ i Y ui . Recall that for each j ∈ [log ] we fix some 2 jnet G j . For each node u and each i ∈ [log n] fix a node f ui ∈ G l , l = log(r ui /4) , that lies within distance r ui /4 from u. Such node lies in Y ui by definition of the Y ineighbors; it is possible that f ui = u. Call the sequence {f ui : i ∈ [log n]} a zooming sequence, and denote it f u .
For each node u we define the sets
where l = max(0, log(2 j δ/64) ).
12 Note that log N = (log log n) + (log log ) + O α,δ (1) . To avoid the (log log n) factor in the theorem statement, we note that due to Lemma 2 it is subsumed by (log log ).
The elements of T u will be called the virtual neighbors of u. Note that the definition of Z uj is similar to that of Y uj since both are defined in terms of B u (r) and G l for some related values of r and l; essentially, r and 2 l determine the corresponding distance scale. The principal difference is that for the Y-type neighbors this distance scale is (r uj ), whereas for the Z-type neighbors it is (2 j ). We will need the following crucial facts about virtual neighbors:
For part (a), note that by Lemma 4 the nearest X i -neighbor of u is some node h B ∈ B ∈ F i such that the ball B is a subset of B u (6r ui ). Then by Claim 5
and consequently
Part (a) follows by definition of the X i -neighbors.
For part (b), it is easy to check that if r ui > r/12 then w ∈ Z fj for j = log(x + d uf ) . Now suppose r ui ≤ r/12 and let v be the nearest X i -neighbor of u. Then by part (a) v is an X i -neighbor of f . Moreover, since d uv ≤ 6r ui it is easy to see that w ∈ Z vj for j = log(d uv + x) . Since w ∈ Z vj and v ∈ X f , it follows that w ∈ T u . Finally, part (c) follows from (b) with x = r ui /4.
Let us define the labels of nodes. For each node u, let us fix some enumeration ϕ u (·) of X u ∪ Y u ; call it a host enumeration of u. Since any ball B u0 contains all nodes, the sets X u0 coincide for all u, and so do the sets Y u0 . Therefore we can guarantee that all host enumerations coincide on X u0 ∪ Y u0 . Fix some enumeration ψ u (·) of each set T u ; call it a virtual enumeration of u.
Fix node u and let N(i) = X ui ∪ Y ui . Whenever v ∈ N(i), the label of u will include the translation between the host enumeration of u and the virtual enumeration of v. Specifically, for each i ∈ [log n] we define the translation function ζ ui on pairs of integers, so that The label of u will contain distances to all its neighbors (but not to its virtual neighbors). These distances are stored as an array such that for each j ∈ [|X u ∪ Y u |], the jth entry of this array is the distance from u to ϕ u (j), the jth element of X u ∪ Y u . This distance is encoded as a O(log 1 δ )-bit mantissa and O(log log )-bit exponent. Moreover, the label of u will contain the maps ζ ui , for each i ∈ [log n]; each ζ ui is represented by an ordered set of triples (x, y, z) such that ζ ui (x, y) = z = null. Finally, the label of u will contain the zooming sequence of u. Specifically, we store ϕ u (f u0 ), and each f (u,i+1) is represented by its number in the virtual enumeration of f ui ; recall that by Claim 6(c) f (u,i+1) is indeed a virtual neighbor of f ui . This completes the definition of the node labels.
By the proof of Theorem 3, the cardinality of each X ui , Y ui and Z uj is upper-bounded by some K = (1/δ) O(α) . Therefore each node has at most K log n neighbors, and each map ζ ui is represented by at most K 2 triples, each triple taking at most 2 log K+log |T u | bits to store. Since |T u | < O(K 2 ) log (n) log ( ), the label size is within the claimed bounds.
Let's show how to estimate distances from the labels.
As in the proof of Theorem 3, fix a node pair uv, denote d = d uv , let r = (1 + δ)d and choose i such that r ui < r+d ≤ r (u,i−1) . It follows that r (v,i−1) ≥ r and r vi ≤ r+2d.
We know that there exists a node w 0 within distance δd from u or v such that w 0 is a common neighbor of u and v; recall that distances from w 0 to u and v give us a desired estimate. However, we know such w 0 exists, but we do not know how to identify it: this is non-trivial since we do not have global node ids. In our context, to identify a common neighbor w of u and v means to find ϕ u (w) and ϕ v (w).
Essentially, if w 0 is close to v then we identify it by zeroing in via the sequence of f vj 's, and similarly if it is close to u. First we need a basic claim about f vj 's: In particular, for any j ≤ i − 1 nodes f uj and f vj are common neighbors of u and v. Moreover, we can identify them sequentially using the translation maps ζ uj and ζ vj . For instance, it is easy to identify f u0 since it is numbered the same in any host enumeration. Then, inductively, suppose that we have identified some f uj , j ≤ i − 2 and we need to identify f = f (u,j+1) . Then by Claim 6(c) f is a virtual neighbor of f uj ; note that at this point the only description of f available to our algorithm is its index in the virtual enumeration of f uj . Given this index, we can find ϕ u (f ) via the translation map ζ uj and (by Claim 7) we can find ϕ v (f ) via the translation map ζ vj . Now, assuming w 0 is closer to v than to u, we will identify it using f = f (v,i−1) . (If w 0 is closer to u, we can identify it similarly using f (u,i−1) .) Suppose that w 0 is a virtual neighbor of f . Then we can just check all virtual neighbors of f that are common neighbors of u and v. More precisely, we look at the translation maps ζ (u, i−1) and ζ (v, i−1) and check all entries of the form (f , ·); both maps have an entry (f , x) if and only if node ψ f (x) is both a virtual neighbor of f , and a common neighbor of u and v.
It remains to show that w 0 is a virtual neighbor of f . According to the proof of Theorem 3, we can assume that either 
Low-stretch routing schemes, revisited
First we will use our result on distance labeling to obtain a really simple (1 + δ)-stretch routing scheme for doubling graphs, then we merge the techniques from the previous two sections to obtain routing schemes for doubling graphs with super-polynomial aspect ratio. We also discuss extensions to routing on metrics. Proof For every node u, let id(u) be its unique log nbit ID. Fix a 3/2-approximate distance labeling scheme with 2 O(α) (log n)(log log )-bit labels, which is guaranteed by Theorem 4; for each node u let L u be the label of u in this scheme, and let D(·, ·) be the non-contracting distance function on labels. Without loss of generality assume that L u contains id(u). Each packet header consists of L t and id(t ) where t is the target and t is the intermediate target. (v) . Else, as we will see, t is a neighbor of u, so node u just forwards the packet to g u (t ).
Let's define the neighbors: for each j ∈ [log ] let F j be some 2 j -net; let r j = 2 j+2 /δ and Now we can proceed with the proof of correctness. We claim that for any pair ut of nodes, letting d = d ut , node u has a neighbor v ∈ B = B t (δd). Indeed, pick j such that 2 j ≤ δd < 2 j+1 . Then on one hand B contains some node v ∈ F j , and on the other hand r j > 2d, so B ⊂ B u (r j ), so v is a j-level neighbor of u, claim proved. From the claim and the labeling scheme it follows that We note that the bounds in Theorem 2 are unsatisfactory for metrics with large aspect ratio, and an extension that alleviates the dependency on for weighted graphs that contain near-shortest paths with small hopcounts; this property is, intuitively, a natural property of a "good" network topology. For concreteness we will state this result for an illustrative special case; so as not to disrupt the flow, the general case and the full proof are deferred to technical report [51] .
Theorem 6
Suppose the aspect ratio is at most 2 n and for some δ ∈ (0, 1) any two nodes in the input graph G are connected by a (1 + δ)-stretch path with at most k log n hops, where k = ( Proof We will combine the ideas of Theorem 4 and Theorem 2, and add some new tricks. In particular, we will use (i) the basic rings of neighbors, (ii) zooming sequences and intermediate targets, (iii) the first-hop pointers, and (iv) host and virtual enumerations. We will use the rings, the zooming sequences, and the enumerations as defined in Theorem 4. In fact, we will just use all definitions from the proof Theorem 4, for the same value of δ, including the sets of X i -and Y i -neighbors. We also need a unique log n -bit identifier id(u) for every node u.
The routing will have two modes. One is an elaboration of the routing in If the first routing mode fails, we enter the second routing mode, and we stay in this mode till we are done. By Lemma 4 there exists a ball B ∈ F i of cardinality at least n/2 i+O(α) such that B ⊂ B u (6r ui ). Let w = h B be the node selected from B in Theorem 3; without loss of generality say it is a center of B. It is easy to see that the ball B = B (w, i−1) contains target t. The nodes in B will collectively store the routes to all nodes in B ; specifically, each node in B will store full routes to 2 O(α) nodes in B so that exactly one node in B is responsible for each node in B . Moreover, the nodes in B will maintain a labeled shortest-path tree T B rooted at w, such that given id(t) it is possible to route from w to the node v t that stores a path to t. Here it is crucial that we are free to choose the labels for T B and the mapping v t from B to B any way we like. We will choose so that for a given link in the shortest-path tree it suffices to specify a single range of target ids for which a packet should take that link. 
This is how the packet will reach t. First the node w (which is a neighbor of u) is designated as the intermediate target, and the packet is routed to w via the first-hop pointers. From w the packet is routed to v t via the shortest-path tree T B . Then node v t writes the full route to t into the packet header and sends the packet to t. More precisely, v t will store a (1 + δ)-approximate shortest path to t with k log n hops (the existence of such a path is guaranteed by the theorem statement). Each hop in this path can be encoded by log D out ≤ log n bits, where D out is the out-degree, so the entire path can be stored using at most k log 2 n bits.
This was the second routing mode; it is easy to see that it causes a detour of length at most O(δd ut ). Moreover, we will show that the total path length from source to target is within the claimed stretch 1 + O(δ) even if we switch to the second mode in the middle of a path to some intermediate target.
Routing schemes on metrics
Finally, we note that all our results on routing schemes on doubling graphs extend to routing on metrics. Here we are given a metric (V, d), and we need to construct a routing scheme on some weighted directed graph G = (V, E). The crucial point is that we are free to choose the (unweighted) set of edges E; essentially, it can be seen as an overlay network on V. The edge-weights are determined by the metric: for any edge uv ∈ E, the weight of this edge is d uv . In addition to the maximal size of a routing table and the maximum size of a routing label, the out-degree of E becomes another parameter to be optimized.
Extension to routing on metrics is almost trivial. In fact, in all our proofs we first construct a routing scheme on a low-degree overlay network (which is, by definition, a routing scheme on a metric), and then with some additional work adapt it to the underlying connectivity graph. The quantitative results are summarized in Table 2 ; we omit the appropriate modifications (simplifications) of the proofs. Note that in this setting Theorem 6 does not need any assumptions about low-stretch, low hop-count paths. 13 Follow-up work: Following the publication of the conference version of this paper, Abraham et al. [4] provided a fine-tuned version of Theorem 6, where they completely eliminate the dependence on aspect ratio ; see Table 2 for quantitative results.
Searchable small-world networks
In this section we consider searchable small-world networks on metrics. To the best of our knowledge, the most general previous result in this direction is for metrics such that the growth rate of balls (defined as the ratio |B u (2r)|/|B u (r)|) is both upper-and lower-bounded by constants that are stictly greater than 1; let us call such metrics UL-constrained. This result can be easily achieved from Kleinberg's original construction for twodimensional grids [31] . Here we extend small worlds to doubling metrics.
We will consider routing algorithms where the next hop is chosen among the current node's contacts, by looking only at distances to these contacts and distances from these contacts to the target. Recall from Sect. 1 that we call such routing algorithms strongly local. A very natural routing algorithm is the greedy algorithm: select the contact that is closest to the target.
As searchable small-worlds on metrics have not been previously studied explicitely, we need to give a formal definition. For simplicity let us focus on the case when the routing algorithm is strongly local.
Definition 1 A small-world model on a metric (V, d) consists of the following two items:
13 Recall that in the proof sketch of Theorem 6 node v t stores a low-stretch, low hop-count path from v t to target t. For routing schemes on metrics, we no longer need such a path; instead, we can create a direct link from v t to t.
• A distribution over directed graphs on V (from which the graph of contacts is sampled) such that the outlinks (contacts) of a given node u are chosen independently for different nodes u.
• A strongly local routing algorithm that, given the target, selects the next hop among the current node's contacts.
For a given graph of contacts, the routing algorithm recursively handles the queries of the form (u, t) where u is the initial node and t is the target.
Let us define the out-degree of a small-world model as the maximal possible out-degree of its graph of contacts. For a given metric, we would like to balance two conflicting objectives: the out-degree and the length of paths found by the routing algorithm.
We would like the distribution of contacts to have the following informal property: if from the point of view of a given node u two nodes v and w are similar, then these two nodes should have a similar probability of being chosen as contacts of u. Indeed, in our constructions the probability that node v is chosen as a longrange contact of a node u depends only on the rank of d uv among distances from u to all other nodes, and the ratios µ(v)/µ(B uj ), where µ is a doubling measure and {B uj : 0 ≤ j ≤ log } are balls around u with exponentially increasing radii. Here the doubling measure of v quantifies how dense is the metric in the vicinity of v; intuitively, we need to oversample nodes that lie in very sparse neighborhoods. Now we can describe our results. Let be the aspect ratio of the metric. While it is relatively straightforward to achieve out-degree O(log n)(log ) and O(log )-hop paths, it is quite non-trivial to handle the case of super-polynomial aspect ratio. We obtain O(log n)-hop paths even if is exponential in n. In our first result the out-degree is (still) proportional to log( ), suggesting that it is a natural lower bound since we need some long-range contacts for each one of the (log ) distance scales. However, our second result breaks this barrier. Moreover, in Sect. 5.2 we argue that for UL-constrained metrics our small worlds essentially coincide with those induced by Kleinberg's group structures from [32] . 14 To break the above-mentioned O(log ) barrier we need to use a non-greedy routing algorithm. Yet, we can still make this algorithm strongly local, so that on each routing step we do not need to use any extra information beyond the current node's list of neighbors. To the best of our knowledge it is the first non-greedy strongly local routing algorithm in the literature.
Let us state the main result of this section. Note that we upper-bound the actual (as opposed to expected) hop counts, so that with high probability our upper bound is valid for all possible queries. Proof To be consistent with the earlier parts of the paper, let us use words 'contact' and 'neighbor' interchangeably. A relatively straightforward solution is to use (log ) rings of neighbors so that the radii of the rings grow exponentially, and the neighbors are distributed with respect to the doubling measure; let us call these neighbors the Y-type neighbors. It is easy to make sure that the greedy algorithm reduces the distance by at least a factor of two at each step, so any query will take (log ) steps to complete. However, reducing the distance by a constant factor at each step does not suffice to guarantee O(log n)-hop query paths when the aspect ratio is large. Let us denote B ui = B u (r ui ), where r ui = r u (2 −i ). In other words, B ui is the smallest ball around node u that contains at least n/2 i nodes, and r ui is the radius of this ball. Let t be the target node, and let us consider the annuli B (t, i−1) \ B ti , indexed by i ∈ [log n]. Instead of trying to reduce the distance to target t by a constant factor at each step, we will now focus on how quickly the routing algorithm gets us from one such annulus to the next one. Specifically, to guarantee O(log n)-hop query paths, we will need small-world models with the following property: (*) If the current node u in the routing path lies inside ball B (t, i−1) but outside ball B ti , then we get inside ball B ti in at most a constant number of hops.
This property is non-trivial when the radius r ti is much smaller than the distance between u and the target. To prove part (a) we keep the Y-type neighbors. It turns out that we satisfy property (*) w.h.p. if we throw in another collection of rings of neighbors where the neighbors are distributed with respect to the counting measure; let us call these neighbors the X-type neighbors. Specifically, we get from u into the ball B ti using only two hops; the one intermediate hop leads from u to some node within distance d ut /4 from t.
To prove part (b), however, using all Y-neighbors is not an option since there are too many of them. Instead, we will need to prune them. From part (a) it will follow that after we get within distance d ut /4 from t, the next hop gets us inside B ti . However, u might not have a neighbor that is sufficiently close to t. To handle this case, we will need to use a non-greedy routing choice, specifically:
(**) If the current node u has no contacts within distance d ut /4 from the target node t, then we choose the contact v that is farthest from u subject to the
Intuitively, if we cannot make a sufficiently good progress towards the target, this is because the current node u happens to be in a particularly 'bad' neighborhood. We want the next hop to take us away from this 'bad' neighborhood, and place us into a 'good' neighborhood. This is why we want the next hop to take us to some node v which is far away from node u. Furthermore, we want to prove that we necessarily land in a 'good' neighborhood. To prove this we must use the 'badness' of u (since otherwise node v is no better than node u as far as we are concerned). Therefore we do not want to get too far from node u, which is expressed by the constraint d uv ≤ d ut .
To make (**) work, we introduce yet another family of neighbors, which we call the Z-type neighbors. Our argument proceeds as follows. If node v is a contact of the current node u, let us say that v is good if the ratio d uv /d ut is large enough, yet smaller than 1. We will show that if the current node u is in a 'bad' neighborhood, then any good contact v is in a 'good' one. Moreover, (**) will necessarily find a 'good' contact if u has one. So our job is to make sure that node u has at least one 'good' contact. And indeed with high probability node u will have at least one 'good' contact among the Z-type neighbors.
Full proof of Theorem 7
Let us fill in the details. For simplicity let us assume that in the input metric all distances are distinct. Recall that B ui = B u (r ui ), where r ui = r u (2 −i ) is the radius of the smallest ball around u that contains at least n/2 i nodes. Fix an absolute constant c to be specified later. Recall that α is the doubling dimension; let µ be the 2 O(α) -doubling measure (recall that such measure exists by Theorem 1). For each i ∈ [log n] select a node independently and uniformly at random from the ball B ui . Repeat this c log n times, where c is a sufficiently large constant to make the Chernoff Bounds work out (see Footnote 15 below), and let X ui be the set of selected nodes. Let X u = ∪X ui ; these are the X-type neighbors of u. Note that w.h.p.
Proof of part (a). Let us select the Y-type neighbors of a given node u as follows. For each j ∈ [log ] select a node independently from the ball B = B u (2 j ) according to the probability distribution µ(·)/µ(B); repeat this (2 cα log n) times, and let Y uj be the set of selected nodes. Let Y u = ∪Y uj ; these are the Y-type neighbors of u. Define the set of neighbors of u as X u ∪ Y u . Note that the out-degree of u is within the claimed bound; in particular, we upper-bound |X u | using Lemma 2.
We need to prove that property (*) holds. Suppose t is the target and u is the current node. Let us choose i such that node u lies in the annulus B , it follows that with high probability the set X (w, i−1) contains a node in B ti , and we are done.
Proof of part (b).
In the remainder of this subsection we will prove part (b) of the theorem. As we discussed in the proof sketch, we will introduce a new family of contacts (called Z-type neighbors), and define the pruned version of the Y-type neighbors.
For a given node u, let us select the contacts as follows. Let us denote x = √ log and ρ j = 2 (1+1/x) j . Let us consider the annuli B u (ρ j )\B u (ρ j−1 ), indexed by j. For each j such that ρ j ≤ let us pick a node z uj uniformly at random from the j-th such annulus, provided that it is non-empty; else let z uj be the closest node to u that lies outside B u (ρ j ), ties broken arbitrarily. Let Z u = ∪ j {z uj }; these are the Z-type neighbors of u.
For each i ∈ [log n] and each (signed) integer j such that |j| ≤ (3x + 3)(log log ) and r (u,i+1) < r ui · 2 j < r (u,i−1) , let us select a node independently from ball B = B u (r ui · 2 j ) according to the distribution µ(·)/µ(B). Repeat this action (2 cα log n) times and let Y (u,i,j) be the set of selected nodes. Let Y u = ∪ ij Y (u,i,j) ; these are the Ytype neighbors of u. Define the set of neighbors of u as
Let us check that the out-degree is small enough. Indeed, there are at most O(log 2 n) X-type neighbors. Each set Y (u,i,j) contains at most 2 O(α) (log n) nodes. Since for these sets there are at most (log n) valid indices i and at most O(x log log ) valid indices j, the number of Y-type neighbors is below the claimed upper bound. Finally, for the Z-type neighbors it suffices to note that
The routing algorithm is simple. Suppose u is the current node and t is the target. If u has a contact within distance d ut /4 from t then we greedily choose the contact that is closest to t. Else we do the non-greedy step (**).
This completes the specification of our small-world model; now we need to prove that our routing algorithm satisfies property (*). Suppose t is the target and u is the current node. Let us choose i such that node u lies in the annulus B (t,i−1) \ B ti . We will show that we get inside the ball B ti in at most three hops.
Indeed, let d = d ut and note that as proved in part (a), if we get within distance d/4 from target t then in at most one more hop we are done. Let us consider the hard case: suppose node u does not have a contact in B t (d/4). Let us choose an integer l such that r ul ≤ d ≤ r (u, l−1) . It is easy to see that
Indeed, if the first inequality fails then for j = log(d/r ul ) some node from Y (u,l,j) lies in B t (d/4), contradicting the assumption that node u does not have contacts in B t (d/4) . If the second inequality fails, then similar contradiction arises with the set Y (u, l−1, ·) . Now let us choose j such that ρ j ≤ d < ρ j+1 and consider z = z uj . It follows that
Therefore the non-greedy step (**) will choose some contact w of u such that
In particular, by (2) and (3) it follows that
Now that we are at w we will be able to make progress towards t. To ensure property (*), the next hop should get us from w to within distance d wt /4 from t. (5) In (5) by definition of r,
Therefore the set Y (w,l,j) is well-defined, and it follows that with high probability the ball B t (d/16) contains a node from Y (w,l,j) . This completes the proof of part (b) of the theorem.
Comparison with Kleinberg's small worlds
Let us argue that our small-world models generalize one of the Kleinberg's small worlds. Specifically, we consider the group structures from [32] applied to balls in a metric (it was one of the two original applications described in [32] ). This small-world model, call it structures, can be defined as follows. For any two nodes (u, v), let x uv be the smallest cardinality of a ball containing both u and v. For each node u, define a probability distribution π u on V (the set of all nodes) by π u (v) = c 1 /x uv , where c 1 is the suitable normalization factor. Each node u has (log 2 n) neighbors chosen independently from distribution π u . The routing algorithm is greedy. On UL-constrained metrics our two small-world models essentially coincide with structures: (u, v) . 16 Proof Part (a) is trivial because any UL-constrained metric has a polynomially bounded aspect ratio. For part (b) note that the routing algorithm in Theorem 7a is greedy by definition, and in Theorem 7b the nongreedy step is taken only if there is no neighbor that would reduce the distance to the target by the factor of 4. It is easy to show that if the underlying metric is UL-constrained then the set X u ∪ Y u will contain such a neighbor, so in Theorem 7b the routing algorithm is greedy as well and, moreover, the Z-type neighbors are never used.
Part (c) and (d) follow from the following observations:
(i) On a UL-constrained metric, the aspect ratio is poly-log in n, and the counting measure is doubling. (ii) For any two nodes (u, v) in a UL-constrained metric, |B u (d uv )| is within a constant factor of x uv . (iii) In a UL-constrained metric, for any node u and any i ∈ log[n] there can be at most a constant number of balls B u (2 j ), j ∈ [log ] that are sandwiched between B ui and B (u,i+1) , where B ui is the smallest ball around u that contains at least n/2 i nodes.
By (iii), in Theorem 7b for every node u and each i ∈ [log n] there is at most a constant number of nonempty sets Y uij (and obviously, there is at least one such set). Part (c) follows immediately.
In both parts of Theorem 7, for each node u we sample (log n) neighbors (namely, the X-type neighbors) uniformly at random from each of the balls {B ui , i ∈ [log n]}. Therefore every given node v is selected (as an X-type neighbor of u) with probability (log n)/|B u (d uv )|, which by (ii) is (log n)/x uv .
Apart from that, we sample (log n) neighbors (namely, the Y-type neighbors) from each of the balls {B u (2 j ), j ∈ [log ]}. By (ii) we sample them uniformly at random; by (iii) this boosts the probability of selecting a given node by at most a constant factor. So again, a given v is selected as a Y-type neighbor of u with probability (log n)/x uv .
Comparison with the single-link-per-node model
Let us briefly comment on an alternative setting where we are given a graph of local contacts, and we add exactly one long-range contact per node. This has been the original Kleinberg's model [31] (for two-dimensional grids). Recently, following the publication of the conference version of this paper, such setting has been considered for graphs that induce metrics of low grid dimension [17, 20] , graphs of bounded treewidth [18] , and graphs that exclude a fixed minor [3] .
We note in passing that our more straightforward result on small worlds (the one that only uses the Ytype neighbors) trivially extends to this setting: Proof We will use, implicitly, (log ) rings of neighbors so that the radii of the rings grow exponentially, and the neighbors are distributed with respect to the doubling measure. Specifically, for each node u we choose u.a.r. an integer j ∈ [log ], and then we select the one longrange contact of u from the ball B = B u (2 j ) according to the probability distribution µ(·)/µ(B), where µ is a doubling measure on d G .
Suppose u is the current node and t is the target. Then with probability p = 2 O(α) log −1 node u has a long-range contact within distance d ut /2 from t. At every step the greedy algorithm is guaranteed some progress via the local contacts. Eventually it will find a suitable long-range contact and halve the distance to target. This will take (1/p) steps in expectation, and, by Chernoff Bounds, O(1/p) steps with high probability. Therefore the query will complete in (p −1 log ) steps in expectation, and in O(p −1 log ) steps with high probability.
Recall that Theorem 7 explored the interesting tradeoff between the out-degree and the hop-count. Here, in Theorem 9, in order to make progress, a success event at any one node suffices; so if we allow larger out-degree, then the product of hop-count and out-degree stays constant. This seems a good way to capture the abovementioned tradeoff. Unfortunately, it does not seem to work in general. For instance, if we adapt Theorem 7(a) or Theorem 7(b) to the current setting then in order to make progress we need success events at two (resp. three) consecutive nodes. This results in poor probability of making progress at a given node, and, accordingly, in an unreasonably poor expected hop-count, as compared to a much less sophisticated Theorem 9. These considerations suggest that the setting with one long-range contact per node might not quite capture the richer setting of polylog out-degree.
Conclusions and open questions
We consider four related node-labeling problems: lowstretch routing schemes, distance labeling, searchable small worlds, and triangulation-based distance estimation. Our results on these problems are unified by a common technique called 'rings of neighbors'; they are further intertwined as shown in Fig. 1 (see Sect. 1). For each of the four problems, we focus on doubling graphs and improve over the existing constructions. In particular, we obtain approximate distance labeling schemes that are optimal up to constant factors for doubling metrics with super-polynomial aspect ratio. 17 We also extend Kleinberg's small world model to doubling metrics, and obtain simpler proofs for the main result in Chan et al. [15] (on routing schemes) and for a result in Mendel and Har-Peled [44] on distance labeling.
Let us suggest several directions in which our results can be extended.
First, for routing schemes on graphs and for searchable small-world networks it is desirable to further alleviate the dependency on the aspect ratio , e.g. by replacing the factor of (log ) by (log n)(log log ) like we did for distance labeling schemes and routing schemes on metrics. A more ambitious task is to obtain poly-log(n) upper bounds that do not depend altogether. After the conference version of this paper has appeared, such results for routing schemes have been obtained by Abraham et al. [4] .
Second, recall that our result on (0, δ)-triangulation achieves order O α,δ (log n). However, the lower bound (1) on distance labeling (see Sect. 3), which is the only lower bound for triangulation that we have, does not preclude triangulations of order O α,δ (1) for polynomially bounded aspect ratio, and triangulations of order O α,δ (log log n) otherwise. Can we provide doubling metrics with a triangulation-specific lower bound of (log n), or, alternatively, construct triangulations of sub-logarithmic order? Intuitively, the latter would be very surprising. Indeed, consider balls around a given node u. Then there are (log n) exponentially increasing size scales, and at least as many exponentially increasing distance scales. If the size scales are roughly aligned with the distance scales, then, intuitively, a label of u in any reasonable triangulation should include distances to at least one node in each of these scales.
Third, we would like extend our results on all four problems to decomposable metrics [36] , a wide class of metrics that includes doubling metrics as well as the shortest-path metrics of graphs excluding a fixed minor, e.g. shortest-path metrics of planar graphs. This direction seems promising since similar extensions (from doubling metrics to decomposable metrics) have been obtained in [2, 36] in the context of metric embeddings. Also, recent results of Abraham et al. [3, 6] construct lowstretch routing schemes, distance labeling schemes, and small-world networks for graphs excluding a fixed minor.
Finally, rings of neighbors can be used in a distributed system as a layer that supports various applications. In particular, this is the framework used theoretically in Slivkins [50] for distributed approaches to metric embeddings and distance estimation, and practically in Wong et al. [56] in a system for nearest-neighbor and multi-range queries in a peer-to-peer network. While this framework has already lead to significant results, rings of neighbors that we can define theoretically provide a much better coverage than the ones that we know how to construct and maintain in a distributed fashion. Bridging this gap is an interesting open question. ) has cardinality at least . For large enough i, namely for i such that r/2 i < 1, this ball consists of only one node, which therefore has measure at least . Contradiction; claim proved.
In accordance with the above claim, for every given node u we define B u to be a u-zooming ball if such ball exists, or else we define B u = {b u } where b u is a node in B u (2r u ) that has measure at least . Note that a suitable B u can be efficiently computed by simply checking each ball whether it is u-zooming, and then checking each node in B u (2r u ).
Let F be a maximal collection of disjoint balls B u . Note that such F can be efficiently computed by consecutively going through all balls B u , and including a given B u in F if it is disjoint with other balls that are already in F. We will show that F is the desired ( , µ)-packing. We note in passing that the above proof can be extended to complete infinite metrics.
